
Basic Ceramic Protection “Detail” 

 
Keep Your Investment Protected and 

Looking Great! 
A protection package using professional coatings to make your new car looking and feeling brand new for 

the long-term! 
 

PAINT PREP 
Vehicle is washed first with a cleaner to remove any iron deposits from being shipped on 

railroad cars, then paint is “clayed” to remove any stuck-on surface contaminates. Then an 

automotive-specific surface prep shampoo to safely remove dirt, grime, and any waxes or 

any other contaminates that might interfere with the ceramic application.  

TIRE DRESSING 
Tires & Wheel wells are cleaned and dressed to a deep black luster with a ceramic-based 

silicone and solvent free dressing that is approved by all tire manufactures. 
 

PLASTIC & RUBBER TRIM DRESSING 
All exterior plastic and rubber moldings and trim is cleaned, and UV protected. Due to off 

gassing of new plastics, the ceramic coating will be applied at the first maintenance visit for 
long-term protection and a deep luster.  

 
PAINT POLISH AND CERAMIC COATING 

 Paint is treated with an iron and rail dust remover to safely remove contaminates from 
shipping. Paint is then polished to remove and minor scratches and swirl marks that have 
been instilled from improper washing by the dealer (it happens). An 18-24 month ceramic 
coating is then applied for long term protection, gloss, and scratch resistance.   

 
 
 
 



 
THOROUGH VACUUMING 

Complete interior is vacuumed to remove dirt and debris. 
 

FLOOR MATS CLEANED AND PROTECTED 
Floor mats are removed and thoroughly cleaned then protected to repel spills and stains to 

keep them looking like new.  
 

SEATS AND UPHOLSTRY 
 An antimicrobial ceramic-based fabric protectant is applied to carpet and fabric seats to 

repel and spills and to block stains from setting it. Leather surfaces are cleaned and treated 
with a ceramic and antimicrobial coating to prevent stains and dye transfer from jeans etc.…  

Your leather will maintain its suppleness and luster, keeping it looking like the day it was 
rolled out of the factory. Any other leather trimmed pieces are also coated.  

 
GLASS CLEANED INSIDE AND OUT 

All glass is thoroughly cleaned inside and out, including mirrors. Exterior glass is coated to 
repel water and road film. Think Rain-XÒ, but on steroids! 

 
 

Professional Detailing at YOUR Location with the Value and 
Quality you expect and the Value you deserve! 

 

M i k e  S o m m e r


